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In order to increase and publicise greater interaction between the Monarchy and the public, the living quarters of Buckingham Palace will be relocated to the British Museum.
This sets up a double agenda.
One of highlighting the state of the monarchy as a time frozen entity, at home amongst other relics of the past and at the same time, upholding the supposed importance of their 
identity as an invaluable component of British culture and society.

RELOCATION
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1. Mummy of Hornedjitef

8. Egyptian clay model of cattle

10. Jomon pot

11. King Den's sandal label

12. Standard of Ur

14. Jade axe

15. Early writing tablet

16. Flood Tablet

17. Rhind Mathematical Papyrus

19. Mold Gold Cape

22. Sphinx of Taharqo

26. Oxus chariot model

28. Basse Yutz Flagons

35. Head of Augustus

36. Warren Cup

39. Admonitions Scroll

40. Hoxne pepper pot

43. Silver plate showing Shapur II

44. Hinton St Mary Mosaic

45. Arabian bronze hand

47. Sutton Hoo helmet

50. Silk princess painting

53. Lothair Crystal

54. Royal Family Throne Room
 
55. Buckingham Palace State Dining Room

56. Vale of York Hoard

58. Japanese bronze mirror

61. Lewis Chessmen

62. Hebrew astrolabe

63. Ife head

66. Holy Thorn Reliquary

67. Icon of the Triumph of Orthodoxy

71. Tughra of Suleiman the Magnificent

72. Ming banknote

75. Dürer's Rhinoceros

76. The mechanical galleon

79. Kakiemon elephants

80. Pieces of eight

82. Miniature of a Mughal prince

83. Shadow puppet of Bima

84. Mexican codex map

85. Reformation centenary broadsheet

91. Ship's chronometer from HMS Beagle

92. Early Victorian tea set

93. Hokusai's The Great Wave

95. Suffragette-defaced penny

96. Russian revolutionary plate

97. Hockney's In the Dull Village

2. Olduvai stone chopping tool

3. Olduvai handaxe

4. Swimming reindeer

5. Clovis spear point

6. Bird-shaped pestle

7. Ain Sakhri lovers figurine

8. Maya maize god statue

13. Indus seal

18. Minoan Bull Leaper

20. Statue of Ramesses II

21. Lachish Reliefs

23. Chinese Zhou ritual bowl

24. Paracas textile

25. Gold coin of Croesus

27. Parthenon sculpture: Centaur and Lapith

29. Olmec stone mask

30. Chinese bronze bell

31. Coin with head of Alexander

32. Pillar of Ashoka

33. Rosetta Stone

34. Chinese Han lacquer cup

37. North American otter pipe

38. Ceremonial ballgame belt

41. Seated Buddha from Gandhara

42. Gold coin of Kumaragupta I

46. Gold coin of Abd al-Malik

48. Moche warrior pot

49. Korean roof tile

51. Maya relief of royal blood-letting

52. Harem wall painting fragments

54. Statue of Tara

55. Royal Family Dining Hall

57. Hedwig glass beaker

59. Borobudur Buddha head

64. The David Vases

65. Taino ritual seat

68. Shiva and Parvati sculpture

69. Sculpture of a Huastec Goddess

70. Hoa Hakananai'a Easter Island statue

73. Inca gold llama

74. Jade dragon cup

78. Double-headed serpent

81. Shi'a religious parade standard

86. Akan drum

87. Hawaiian feather helmet

88. North American buckskin map

89. Australian bark shield

90. Jade bi

 

Living quarters of Buckingham 
Palace becomes a new interac-
tive exhibition wing.

‘Performances’ of key daily 
events (Dining, Receiving 
guests, Excersizing) are 
scheduled for member only 
guests.
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The Parthenon Marbles, forming a part of the collection known as the Elgin Marbles are a collection of classical Greek marble sculptures, inscriptions and architectural members that 
originally were part of the Parthenon and other buildings on the Acropolis of Athens. These are currently exhibited in the purpose-built Duveen Gallery at the British Museum.
Greece and an increasing degree of the domestic support has asked for these pieces, originally taken during Ottoman occupation of Greece in 1812, to be repatriated under moral 
and artistic grounds.
The Marbles are one of many treasures and relics found in the Museum that are of great cultural and artistic value to the countries from which they had, in most of the cases, been 
taken, looted or excavated by British explorers.

CULTURAL EXCHANGE



As the argument has proven to be rather futile, with the British government consistently adopting a stubborn attitude to the Greek cause, one way to improve the image of this 
archaic imperialist attitude to the greater public, as well as retain whatever treasures the Museum sees as being important to the notion that Britain retains the rights at preserving 
world cultural heritages, is to offer countries seeking repatriation of their stolen artefacts the Royal Family as part of a Cultural Exchange Program. 

This way, the Monarchy are not only extending their image and influence further overseas but at the same time, quell demands and pressures placed on the Museum’s artefacts for 
repatriation and thereby removing any vestiges of the glory of the Empire.



3COMMERCIALISATION

In order to appear more in touch with contemporary culture and strive away from the conservative attitudes of tradition, the Royal Family are to be fully immersed into current media 
phenomena.

From popular TV shows.



To regular live performances and residencies at Clubs and Theatres.



All will be documented through TV footage, amateur video, guest appearances, magazines (which already happens), DVD releases, press interviews and a plethora of music videos 
and backstage gossip.

This proposal will be focussing on the infrastructure, media team, entourage, make up artists, hairstylists, cameramen, script writers, changing rooms, green screens and studios 
that provide the life support for such deep cultural immersion.



This is all topped off by a spectacular World Tour of 32 countries spanning the course of 11 months and selling out numerous nights per show.



4PRIVATISATION

Privatize or Die. This proposal looks at the need for the Royal Family to demonstrate their entrepreneurial skills. 
Amidst questions of tax evasion, public funding and general disagreement with hereditary peerage, the Royal Family are to float their investments into a new economic Empire.

Company HQ, Buckingham Palace



This expansion into the world economy is fuelled by a hunger to capitalise from growing markets across the world. China is a starting location, and ancient trade routes are re-
vamped into newly established super-fast, super-connected economic highways. Still loaded with the same political baggage but taking on the form of a wholly contemporary eco-
nomic landscape.

Anglo-Sino Tea Company HQ, (wholly subsidury of Royal Family Ltd.), Beijing, PR China.



Royal Family Ltd. will expand into other emmerging markets.
Commodities that are emblematic of power will be the first focus for the Company. By having direct influence in such resources not only upholds the Royal’s image of dominance, but 
in reality, awards them immense geopolitical powers that dominate globally in a way the old empire could only dream.


